INTRODUCTION
============

The availability of large-scale expression compendia in combination with gene sequence conservation makes it possible to compare expression networks across organisms, in order to study their evolution or to identify functional counterparts in different species as homologs with 'conserved expression behavior' ([@B1; @B2; @B3]). Besides custom made data sets that measure exactly the same experimental conditions in the different analyzed species ([@B4]), also large heterogeneous compendia based on collecting publicly available expression data sets confer a useful resource for cross-species analysis of coexpression ([@B5],[@B6]). In contrast to the custom made homogeneous data sets, such heterogeneous expression compendia do not allow for a direct comparison of the expression patterns between orthologs in the different data sets, but instead rely on the search for 'conserved expression behavior'. With conserved expression behavior, we refer to the conservation of a mutual relation between genes across species (such as the conservation of the mutual correlation between the expression profiles of a pair of genes across species). This conserved behavior is usually derived by defining coexpression modules (i.e. genes sets that behave similarly in all or a subset of the conditions), inferred by either biclustering (searching for coexpressed gene sets) ([@B6; @B7; @B8; @B9]) or by the analysis of a coexpression network (a network constructed from the data where the nodes refer to the genes and the weighted edges to the degree of coexpression between the connected nodes) ([@B5],[@B10],[@B11]). These conserved modules are then compared across the species. Methods differ in the way they perform this module comparison. A first set of approaches starts from a reference species in which an initial set of modules is built ([@B6; @B7; @B8],[@B10]). The corresponding homologous modules are then identified in the target species by using gene homology. The approaches allow determining if the expression of a group of coexpressed genes in the reference organism is fully, partially, or not at all conserved at the level of coexpression in the target organism. To make an exhaustive comparison of all conserved modules between both species, each species has once to be used as a reference and once as a target. These approaches are most often applied using one-to-one gene homology relations ([@B4],[@B7]). A second set of approaches obviates the need of reference species: in the multi-species coexpression network proposed by Stuart *et al.* ([@B5]), nodes correspond to genes that are conserved across the studied species (one-to-one map) and edges indicate significant pairwise coexpression levels between those genes in the different species. A clustering approach is used to identify conserved modules in this multi-species coexpression network. Alternatively, coclustering strategies exploit homology and coexpression information to identify in both species simultaneously coexpression modules. Depending on the implementation results focus on modules containing only homologous genes that link up related modules ([@B11]) or on finding mixed modules containing both homologous linker genes together with other genes that are coexpressed with those linker genes in a species specific way ([@B9]).

The difficulty with most previous methods is that they rely on the choice of a particular coexpression threshold or clustering parameter that determines the final module sizes (e.g. minimal degree of coexpression within a cluster or a minimal correlation coefficient to define subsets of coexpresssed genes in a coexpression network, the number of clusters, etc.). However, choosing such parameter is not trivial as the definition of a relevant biological module is not a fixed one: different parameters can result in equally valid modules differing from each other in number of genes and/or conditions. Moreover, the relation between the degree of coexpression and a particular parameter or threshold usually is data set-dependent (noise level, number of arrays tested, etc.) ([@B12]). As it is hard to decide in advance on the most optimal coexpression threshold or parameter to define modules in each of the species-specific compendia and to decide upon the threshold or parameter combination that would allow for a proper cross-species comparison of modules, we developed a cross-species coclustering approach referred to as conserved modules across organisms (COMODO) that exploits homology relations to determine the most optimal 'conserved coexpression modules' between two species. COMODO can take as input both one-to-one and many-to-many homology relations. The way we exploit the homology relations makes COMODO mainly suitable to search for processes with conserved coexpression behavior. Modules in a conserved pair are composed of homologous genes that share a mutual coexpression in each of the species, together with additional genes for which the coexpression with the homologous linker genes was found to be species-specific. We applied COMODO to search for conserved modules in two evolutionary distant prokaryotic model organisms: *Escherichia coli* and *Bacillus subtilis*. For those prokaryotic organisms we found conserved coexpression modules with a considerably larger fraction of genes than the number of conserved transcriptional units previously reported based on comparative genome analysis ([@B13],[@B14]) and that cover a wider range of biological processes with conserved coexpression behavior than previously detected ([@B15]). Our results also showed how distantly related bacteria support the coexpression behavior of similar elementary processes with a completely different regulatory program.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

COMODO coclustering procedure
-----------------------------

An overview of COMODO is given in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} while in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} the detailed steps of the coclustering procedure are displayed. Figure 1.Detection of evolutionary conserved expression modules. (**A**) Input data constitute of expression compendia of two distinct organisms (here *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*) (left panel) as well as a homology map between genes of the respective species (here derived from COG) (right panel). In the right panel, nodes correspond to genes and edges indicate the homology relations. (**B**) The left panel schematically illustrates the concept of module trees. Conceptually all potential modules (indicated by rectangles) in each of the species can be represented as nested chains of partially overlapping modules that can theoretically be obtained by gradually decreasing the threshold that determines the degree of coexpression within a module. Consecutive branches of the module trees give a view of all possible module sizes that originate from seed modules (modules indicated by a star correspond to modules obtained with the most stringent threshold). The chains of nested modules are captured by the symmetric gene--gene threshold matrices in each of the species (right panel). Our cross-species coclustering procedure starts from tightly coexpressed seed modules (indicated by stars) and uses a bottom up approach to traverse these chains of nested modules in both species simultaneously to identify from all possible matching pairs the best matching one (here indicated by the modules connected by a gray line, best is defined based on the Chi-square test statistic). (**C**) Resulting matching module pairs are referred to as evolutionary conserved module pairs and consist of a core and a variable part. Figure 2.Cross-species coclustering procedure. Displays the overall strategy of the coclustering approach: first 'module seeds' are selected from the gene--gene threshold matrices in the respective organisms. Module seeds linked by a sufficient number of homologous gene pairs are then gradually extended by traversing the space of possible cluster threshold combinations represented on the gene--gene threshold matrices of the respective species until optimality is reached. (**A**) Module seed selection step: the left panel represents a zoom in on the gene--gene threshold matrices of, respectively, the first and second organisms. Values on the first subdiagonal of the gene-gene threshold matrix (indicated with white rectangles) are used to select the seed modules. The right panel displays the coexpression values corresponding to this first subdiagonal of the gene--gene threshold submatrices of, respectively, organisms 1 and 2. Groups of genes that are mutually more coexpressed than with any other genes on the first subdiagonal are selected as seeds (gray areas in the plot). To prevent that we would obtain many very small seed modules we set in the gene--gene threshold matrix all values larger than a prespecified maximal coexpression stringency value equal to this value. (**B**) Extension of seed modules step: module seeds linked by a sufficient number of homologous gene pairs are gradually extended by traversing the space of possible cluster threshold combinations represented on the gene--gene threshold matrices in the respective organisms until optimality is reached. As it is computationally heavy to compare all possible threshold pairs, a combination of a greedy and brute force search was used to find the optimal module pair. This combination of a greedy and brute force search is represented as a dimensional grid of different threshold pairs, each with their corresponding chi-square values. The arrows indicate how the search space was traversed to find an optimal threshold pair. The search starts from the most stringent threshold pair \[seed modules (top left)\]. Greedy (larger black arrows) and brute force (smaller red arrows) searches are called consecutively to evaluate different thresholds pairs in an efficient way. Plot of consecutive Chi-square values obtained along the search (i.e. for the different evaluated threshold pairs). (**C**) Optimization criterium: a Pearson's chi-square test was used to assess the statistical significance of a module pairs i.e. to assess to what extent the number of linking and non-linking gene pairs between two modules differ from what is expected by chance.

Gene--gene threshold matrix
---------------------------

Conceptually all theoretically potential modules in each of the species can be represented as nested chains of partially overlapping modules that were obtained by gradually decreasing the threshold of the distance measure used by the clustering or distance approach ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Biologically each chain of nested modules corresponds to the hierarchical organization of a certain cellular processes (e.g. ranging from the production of an essential specific amino acid to a general response on a diauxic shift) ([@B16]). Different chains can share genes as the same genes can be involved in more processes. We used a symmetric gene--gene threshold matrix to concisely represent such chains of nested modules ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each axis of this matrix corresponds to the genes of one organism. The order of the genes in the *x*- and *y*-axis of the matrix is determined by their assignment to modules under the most stringent tested threshold i.e. genes that are coexpressed at the most stringent tested threshold will be grouped. The values in the *i*th row and *j*th column of the gene--gene threshold matrix represent the most stringent threshold at which, respectively, genes *i* and *j* appear together in at least in one of the detected modules. For the results shown in the main text the pairwise similarity between the genes was based on the Pearson correlation over all conditions in the compendium. The gene--gene threshold matrix in this case contains for each cell a discretized pairwise correlation value and the gene order on the *x*- and *y*-axis of the gene--gene threshold matrix equals the order of the genes at the leaves of a hierarchical clustering applied on the non-discretized gene--gene correlation matrix. The number of bins used for the discretization depends on the parameter step size (see also below). We also built a gene--gene threshold matrix by using the gene thresholds defined by the iterative signature algorithm (ISA) to assign its genes to modules ([@B16]) (see [Supplementary Text S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1) for *B. subtilis* and *E. coli* data sets). In the latter case, the gene--gene threshold matrix consists of a compact representation of the overlapping clusters (module tree) that can be obtained using ISA with different threshold combinations.

Selection of seed modules
-------------------------

To select the seed modules, we used the values on the first subdiagonal of the gene--gene threshold matrix (the first subdiagonal contains the values directly under those of the main diagonal of the gene--gene threshold matrix). To identify seeds we selected on this first subdiagonal groups of genes that were locally found to be more coexpressed with each other than with their neighboring genes on the first subdiagonal ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). For those genes the value on the first subdiagonal corresponds to the most stringent coexpression threshold at which they can be found together. To prevent that we would obtain many very small seed modules, containing two genes only, in the gene--gene threshold matrix all values larger than a prespecified maximal coexpression stringency value were set equal to this value. This guarantees a minimal number of genes to be present in the seed modules. We could show that within a certain range our coclustering procedure is quite robust against the choice of this prespecified maximal coexpression stringency value ([Supplementary Text S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1)).

Extension of seed modules
-------------------------

COMODO uses a bottom up approach to build its conserved module pairs. It starts from the seed modules in each of the species of interest. Module seeds linked by a sufficient number of homologous gene pairs are gradually extended by traversing the space of possible cluster threshold combinations as represented on the gene--gene threshold matrices in the respective species until optimality is reached (see below for the chi-square optimization criterium). As it is computationally heavy to pairwisely compare all cluster threshold combinations between the two organisms we developed a dedicated search methodology. The search space of all possible combinations of thresholds can be represented in a two dimensional grid as shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B. Moving down the grid corresponds to gradually lowering the thresholds pairs. At each move the optimization criterium is evaluated. The parameter 'Step' indicates the size by which the threshold is lowered at each move (in our experiments this was set to 0.05). To move along the grid we applied a combination of a greedy and brute force search. The methodology starts with the thresholds that define the seeds module pairs. By applying a greedy search gradually one or both of the thresholds in a combination are lowered until a local optimum is reached, i.e. further lowering the thresholds does not further improve the optimization criteria. To prevent the methodology from getting trapped in a local optimum, it searches further down in the grid in brute force manner until the stop criteria is reached (see below) to make sure no other threshold pair exists that is more optimal. If a better threshold pair than the current local optimum is found, the whole greedy search procedure is restarted from this more optimal threshold pair.

Two stop criteria are used: first, both thresholds should be larger than a preset value (in our example based on the Pearson correlation coefficient, both thresholds should at least be 0.1). Second, the minimal fraction of homologous versus non-homologous genes in the gene sets obtained by a given threshold pair should be higher than a preset number (in our study it was set to 0.1).

To tune the methodology for bacterial applications, we introduced the following refinement procedure: genes that belong to the same operon tend to show a higher degree of coexpression with each other than with other genes. To prevent our methodology of getting biased towards finding module pairs that are composed of evolutionary conserved operons (these might always get the highest chi-square value), we allowed for all module pairs of which one of the composing modules contains less than five genes the following additional threshold relaxations: the threshold of the group that contains less than five genes was relaxed until more genes were included. In such case, both the initially detected module pair and the module pair obtained after threshold relaxation were retained for further analysis.

The method can be applied on any chains of nested modules for which the relation between the modules is hierarchical, meaning that the module(s) obtained with the more stringent thresholds should be subsets of the ones obtained with a more relaxed threshold. Modules obtained with a more stringent threshold can never contain genes that were not detected at a more relaxed threshold.

Chi-square test statistic as optimization criterium
---------------------------------------------------

The definition of the best matching module pair is bound by the number of homologs that is shared by the selected modules in each of the species and corresponds to the pair for which the number of sharing homologs is statistically most significant relative to the size of the linked modules ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C). We used a Pearson's chi-square test to assess the statistical significance of a module pairs i.e. to assess to what extent the number of linking and non-linking gene pairs between two modules differ from what is expected by chance. To formulate the Pearson's chi-square test, consider *N1* genes in the genome of the first organism and *N2* genes in the genome of the second organism, and *M* linking homologous gene pairs derived from the COG database. If we pick two genes randomly, one from each organism, the probability that a homologous gene pair has been chosen is equal to . Therefore, the probability that these genes are not homologous is .

Given a pair of modules (one for each organism) containing respectively *g1* genes from the first organism and *g2* genes from the second one (where *g1* and *g2* \<\< *N1* and *N2*, respectively), the expected number of homologous gene pairs that would appear assuming that the two modules are randomly selected modules can be estimated by: The expected number of non-homologous gene pairs appearing between them can be estimated by: We use the Pearson's chi-square test to assess whether the number of homologous and non-homologous gene pairs in an observed module pair is significantly different from the expected one. A chi-square test with one degree of freedom is as follow: where *O* and *E* stands for observed and expected values, respectively. Note that as the *P*-value might get very close to zero, we use an optimization criterium that maximizes the actual chi-square values instead of minimizing the corresponding *P*-values.

Filter procedure
----------------

We selected from the raw output the most interesting module pairs for further analysis: we only retained the most significant module pairs (using a minimal threshold on the chi-square value). To remove redundancy we kept in case of overlapping module pairs (different module pairs that share 75% of homologous linker genes) the one with higher chi-square value.

We included the following additional criteria for our specific application: modules of size smaller that six should be linked up to their counterpart modules in the other organism with at least two homologous linker genes, this to avoid small spuriously linked modules. In addition, we required that the number of linker genes comprises at least 20% of the total number of genes in each of the modules to prevent unbalanced growth of one module compared to its counterpart module as the latter modules were very often found not to be biologically meaningful.

Application of the methodology to the *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* data sets
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the Pearson correlation over all conditions as a distance measure and a prespecified maximal coexpression stringency value of 0.7 for seed identification, we obtained conserved module pairs covering 1687 *E. coli* genes and 2129 *B. subtilis* genes. After filtering (using a chi-square threshold of 470) and removing overlapping module pairs (see above), we retained 445 *E. coli* genes and 481 *B. subtilis* genes being found in 82 non-redundant module pairs. The final 82 conserved module pairs were ordered according to their overlap in gene number in each of the organisms. Modules that shared \>30% of their genes were assigned to the same biological process as they were enriched in the same GO categories and pathways. To assess the false discovery rate (FDR) of our results we randomized the expression values in the original compendia and searched for conserved module pairs using the same procedure as described above (process was repeated 50 times, expression data was randomized by reassigning the gene labels to the expression profiles).

Condition selection for module visualization
--------------------------------------------

For visualization purposes heat maps only display the conditions for which the coexpression behavior was most obvious. Relevant conditions were selected by dividing per condition the mean value of the expression levels in the module by the variance (coefficient of variation). If this coefficient of variation exceeds a predefined threshold (one in our case), the corresponding condition is visualized.

Microarray compendia
--------------------

The microarray compendium of *E. coli* was obtained from Lemmens *et al.* ([@B17]) and the one of *B. subtilis* from Fadda *et al*. ([@B18]). They contained, respectively, 870 conditions for *E. coli* and 231 for *B. subtilis*.

Homology map and sequence similarity
------------------------------------

A total of 5459 homologous gene pairs between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* were annotated based on the COG database ([@B19]). This many-to-many COG map was used throughout the paper unless specified otherwise. Orthologous gene pairs between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* were when needed identified by the reciprocal smallest distance approach ([@B20]).

Essential genes
---------------

Essential genes in *B. subtilis* and *E. coli* were downloaded from DEG, a database of essential genes ([@B21],[@B22]). This database contains 271 essential genes in *B. subtilis*, resulting from a single gene deletion experiment ([@B23]). For *E. coli* 620 genes were originally determined to be essential based on genetic footprinting ([@B24]) and 303 genes were later identified by single gene deletions ([@B25]). As 205 genes were found in common between those two *E. coli* lists, we obtained in total 712 essential genes for *E. coli*. Based on the homology relation derived from the COG database, we found 209 homologous pairs of essential genes comprising 191 *B. subtilis* and 195 *E. coli* essential genes. From these 195 *E. coli* genes with homologs in *B. subtilis* 164 were originally identified by the single gene deletion experiment mentioned above ([@B25]).

Enrichment analysis of Gene Ontology terms, metabolic pathways, protein complexes and regulatory data
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gene Ontology (GO) terms, metabolic pathways and protein complexes of *E. coli* were downloaded from EcoCyc ([@B26]). GO terms for *B. subtilis* were downloaded from the Comprehensive Microbial Resource (CMR) ([@B27]). Metabolic pathways and protein complexes of *B. subtilis* were obtained from BioCyc ([@B28]). Transcriptional interactions were downloaded from RegulonDB ([@B29]) and DBTBS ([@B30]) for *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, respectively. Enrichment analysis was done based on the hypergeometric distribution corrected for multiple testing by the FDR ([@B31]).

Operon information
------------------

Operon structure was derived from RegulonDB ([@B29]) and DBTBS ([@B30]) for, respectively, *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. As DBTBS only describes experimentally validated *B. subtilis* operons, we used for gene sets not covered by DBTBS the following databases with operon predictions*:* OpeRons (DOOR, <http://csbl1.bmb.uga.edu/OperonDB/>) ([@B32]) and <http://www.microbesonline.org/operons/OperonList.html> ([@B33]). Operon predictions were retained: (i) if databases agree with each other in predicting the same operon structure (this was the most frequent situation), (ii) if they were only predicted by one database, (iii) in the few cases where two databases predicted a different operon structure, we used the structure that was more compatible with our expression results or with the structure of the counterpart operon in *E. coli*. To identify conserved operons (or homologous operons) between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* we used the following definition: we started from the list of *E. coli* operons as this was the best annotated. We identified as an operon conserved between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* any annotated operon in *B. subtilis* for which at least two genes showed homology, based on COG database information. This analysis was also repeated using only strict homology links obtained by the reciprocal smallest distance approach ([@B20]) to approximate a definition of 'orthologous' operons.

RESULTS
=======

COMODO: a method to identify cross-species expression conservation
------------------------------------------------------------------

As we focused on searching processes across species with evolutionary conserved coexpression behavior, we defined the optimal size of the modules in each of the species as the one that maximizes the fraction of homologous genes that links up both modules in an evolutionary conserved module pair. An overview of the analysis flow is given in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. To avoid (bi)clustering the data sets using a fixed parameter setting that determines the cluster size in each of the species separately, we relied on a bottom up coclustering approach to build the modules. COMODO is initialized with coexpressed seeds or seed modules obtained in each of the species. These seeds are gradually expanded in each of the species until a pair of modules is obtained for which the number of shared homologs is statistically optimal relative to the size of the linked modules. The optimization criterium is based on a chi-square statistic ('Material and Methods' section). Our coclustering procedure, that extends the seed modules until optimality is reached, is based on greedy and brute force procedure described in 'Materials and Methods' section.

Eventually pairs of evolutionary conserved modules are obtained, each containing a core and a variable part ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C). The core part consists of the homologous genes that link up both coexpression modules and for which the mutual coexpression behavior is conserved. The variable part contains the additional genes that belong to the composing modules of a given pair in either one of the organisms. These are the genes that either do not have a homologous counterpart in the other organism or that acquired a coexpression behavior similar to that of the core part in only one of two species ([@B34]). Because a module in one species can be linked to more counterparts in the other species ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), COMODO can be used to study both conservation, but also divergence in expression which makes it optimally suited to be used with a many-to-many homology map. Figure 3.Overview of evolutionary conserved modules between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. A total of 82 evolutionary conserved module pairs of which the matching modules (connected by solid lines) were linked through a statistically significant set of homologs between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* are shown. Node sizes are proportional to the number of coexpressed genes in the modules (indicated in parenthesis) and module ids correspond to those used in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1). Modules showing an overlap of 30--75% of their genes within each species were connected by dashed lines. Modules that show an overlap of at least 75% in their gene content were merged. Modules to which a similar functional category was assigned were grouped (as indicated by the different panels. Panels with the same color are involved in a similar general process e.g. metabolism).

Identifying evolutionary conserved modules between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We applied our methodology to study the degree to which coexpression modules have been conserved between two bacterial model organisms: *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. For both species we used cross-platform microarray compendia covering a wide-range of experimental conditions ('Materials and Methods' section). Many-to-many homology relations amongst the genes of the two species were defined based on COG ([@B19]). Applying our method resulted in the identification of 82 conserved module pairs in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* that were linked through a statistically significant set of homologous genes. These linked groups are called matching module pairs and they represent processes for which the coexpression is at least partially conserved over the wide evolutionary distance that separates *E. coli* from *B. subtili*s. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} gives an overview of these matching, evolutionary conserved module pairs.

To estimate the potential number of false positives among our detected conserved module pairs, we applied COMODO to a randomized data set from which we did not expect to find any meaningful results ('Materials and Methods' section). The FDR estimated as the mean number of significantly detected matching module pairs in random expression compendia was 2.24. In general the chi-square statistic values obtained in the randomized data sets were well below the ones observed for the true data set (*t*-test, *P* \< 0.05), implying that the size of the core to the variable part is much larger in modules obtained from the true data set than in those obtained from the random data set ([Supplementary Text S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1) and [Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1)).

In those 82 conserved module pairs, on average 60% of the genes constitute the core part and 40% the variable part. Of those genes in the variable part, 33% did not have a homologous counterpart in the organism of comparison. The other 67% found in the variable part with a homologous counterpart in the other organism could correspond to species-specific members of the regulon represented by the core part. A gene assigned to the core part of one module can also be found in the variable part of another module as the same gene can belong to different regulons that do not completely coincide between species. For instance, EM40-BM40 contains in its core part the orthologous operon *nrdEFIH* known to be regulated both in *E. coli* and *B*. *subtilis* by NrdR ([@B35],[@B36]). In EM59-BM59, containing a Fur-dependent conserved core the same *nrdEFIH* is in the variable part of the *E. coli* module. This confirms previous knowledge on *nrdEFIH* being Fur-dependent in *E. coli*, but not in *B*. *subtilis* (at least not yet observed) ([@B35]).

By using a stringent filtering procedure and only maintaining matching module pairs for which the core part was relatively larger compared to the variable part, we focused on the processes for which coexpression behavior was conserved between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. The number of genes in the evolutionary conserved modules varies largely and ranges between 2 and 100, with a large overrepresentation of small modules (e.g. 28 module pairs containing 2--5 genes only in both matched modules). Smaller modules usually correspond to single operons, subunits of a protein complex or constitute parts of larger biosynthetic pathways. As the size of the conserved modules increases, the modules cover larger pathways. A complete description of the modules can be found in the [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1).

In total 30 of our 82 conserved modules are linked by a single homologous operon: 14 of those by 'an orthologous operon' (according to the definition of operon orthology described in 'Materials and Methods' section) and 16 by a homologous, but functionally related operon. As by definition genes within an operon (as an estimate of a transcription unit) will be coexpressed, these matching modules, although correctly identified by our method do not contribute more information on the functional relation between the matching operons than the one derived from sequence analysis. Therefore, extrapolation of the operon function between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* should be treated with care for those modules.

Assessing the conservation of coexpression within homologous operons
--------------------------------------------------------------------

As the operon structure is an important mechanism to guarantee the conservation of coexpression behavior between genes within a species ([@B13],[@B14],[@B37]), we wanted to assess as a validation of our methodology to what extent homologous operons will be found in the core parts of our conserved modules. When using the COG based definition of homologous operons, we could retrieve 289 pairs of *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* operons that share at least two homologous genes ('Materials and Methods' section). Based on sequence homology several *E. coli* operons were mapped to at least two different operons in *B. subtilis* that mutually do not share any gene (this was also observed when the comparison was performed the opposite way around i.e. when *B. subtilis* operons were mapped to those of *E. coli*). Of these 289 *E. coli* operons with a homologous counterpart in *B. subtilis*, 91 were found as linkers between conserved modules (i.e. 31% recovery rate), resulting in a total of 135 links between conserved modules as some operons can occur in more modules. Of those 135 linking operons, in 61 cases all the genes of the linking operons were found in the core part, in 33 cases one of the operon genes of the linking operons was missing and in 41 cases at least two genes of the linking operons were missing from the core part. Although in some cases lacking some of the operon genes in the core part might point towards differentiation in regulation, for instance, by means of intra-operonic promoters, it seemed that in many cases it was the last operon gene that was no longer found to be coexpressed with the rest of the operon genes in the core parts of the linking modules. This observation can be explained by the increased degradation of the mRNA at the 3′-end of the transcript ([@B38]). When using a more stringent definition of homolgous operons ('Materials and Methods' section), the fraction of *E. coli* operons with a counterpart in *B. subtilis* that was found in the core part (meaning that their genes were found as linker genes in conserved modules) was much higher (50 of the 100 linking operons, i.e. 50% recovery rate). This higher recovery rate might be partially due to the fact that this more strict mapping as an estimate of orthologous operons results in linking operons that mutually share more genes than with the previously used COG-based mapping (as an estimate of homologous operons). When more genes are shared between the linking operons, the chance to find a module pair that meets our selection criteria (sharing at least two coexpressed linker genes) can be met more easily. On the other hand, it definitely also reflects that many of the operons that can be linked through a COG mapping are not each others functional counterparts.

We also found that a considerable part of the orthologous operons could not be retrieved in conserved coexpression modules as their composing genes were not found to be coexpressed in *E. coli* or *B*. *subtilis*, probably due to the still incomplete sampling of conditions in the used expression compendia (this was the case for 50 operon pairs defined using the more stringent definition and for 198 of the conserved operon pairs defined with the less stringent definition). So the 50% recovery rate of orthologous operons (as well as the 31% recovery rate for the homologous operons) in our module cores stems from the incompleteness of the used expression compendia rather than from a bias in the methodology.

Optimized coexpression threshold is module-dependent
----------------------------------------------------

Maximizing the statistical significance of the number of linking homologs in the core of a conserved module pair relative to the module sizes in each of the respective species allows us to select in each of the species the modules that best match the conserved processes reflected by the core. Depending on the type of biological process that is conserved in the core the optimal correlation thresholds for the modules in each of the individual species can differ considerably. This is illustrated in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} where the selected correlation coefficient differs largely between the modules of the different conserved pairs. Figure 4.Degree of correlation within a coexpression module versus the number of genes it contains. Number of genes: refers to the total number of genes in the module (adding up genes in core and variable parts). A total of 82 evolutionary conserved modules between *E. coli* (circles) and *B. subtilis* (squares) are plotted. In each case the color used to represent a module corresponds to the color scheme in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} to denote the functional class (or group of related functional classes) a module was assigned to.

Globally the correlation thresholds for the *E. coli* modules were lower than those of the corresponding *B. subtilis* modules, most probably because the *E. coli* compendium is larger and contains more conditions than the one of *B. subtilis*. When investigating per organism the relation between the used correlation threshold and the number of genes in a selected module, we observed that it is not only the number of genes within a module that determines the selected correlation threshold, but that there is also a clear influence of the type of process the module reflects ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). House-keeping processes such as ribosomal metabolism and translation (EM34_35_36-BM34_35_36) were found with very strict thresholds despite containing a relatively high number of genes, while for more specialized processes such as e.g. iron acquisition (EM59-BM52_53_59) and motility and flagella synthesis (EM32-BM32) the opposite was observed ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This can be related to the number of compendium conditions in which genes are expected to be coexpressed. When using a distance measure that by default considers all conditions (such as Pearson correlation), genes that tend to be active under all conditions (e.g. house-keeping genes) will be found coexpressed with a more stringent correlation threshold than genes that are only coexpressed under a subset of the sampled conditions (e.g. those that belong to the more specialized modules). This observation underlines the need for a module- and data set-dependent determination of the coexpression threshold or clustering parameter that determine the final module sizes during the coclustering of heterogeneous expression compendia.

Comparison with SCSC, a probabilistic coclustering approach
-----------------------------------------------------------

We compared the performance of COMODO with the recently developed coclustering approach SCSC of which the implementation is publicly available ([@B9]). Results of this analysis are displayed in [Supplementary Text S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1). We observed that the intrinsically different way in which the coclustering is performed by, respectively, SCSC and COMODO affects the characteristics of the detected matching module pairs. SCSC partitions the data in each species in a predefined number of modules. This results in sets of loosely connected modules of which the sizes and coexpression level largely depend on the used data set prefiltering and the predefined cluster number. In addition, there is no guarantee that the homologous genes that were added to the modules are amongst the most tightly coexpressed genes in a module. This, in combination with the fact that the identified modules should only be loosely connected by homologs to be identified as a matching pair complicates distinguishing true matching module pairs from spurious matching ones when using SCSC in combination with a many-to-many homology map.

COMODO in contrast chooses the number of genes in the modules of either species to maximize the enrichment of linking homologs relative to the number of variable genes. This criterium results in adapting the size of the modules to the specificities of the conserved processes: as a result COMODO can cover a wide range of module sizes without compromising the quality of the modules (reflected by a good coexpression level). In addition homologous linker genes are by definition as tightly coexpressed as the rest of the genes in a module. This, together with a selection of the most significantly matching module pairs based on the chi-square statistic facilitates prioritizing the most significant matching module pairs. However, because of this bottom up strategy COMODO might unlike SCSC underestimate in the individual species the true sizes of the pathways represented by the cores.

Evolutionary conserved processes and essential genes
----------------------------------------------------

[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} gives an overview of the evolutionary conserved modules ordered within a species according to their overlap in genes. Partially overlapping modules (indicated by dashed lines) were assigned to the same functional category. Biological processes involved in carbohydrate metabolism, amino acid metabolism, energy metabolism, nucleotide metabolism, lipid metabolism, translation and ribosomal metabolism, motility and flagella synthesis, DNA repair, cell shape and division, protein folding (heat shock), DNA-binding (cold shock), signal transduction, cofactors and vitamins, and iron acquisition all contain genes for which the mutual coexpression behavior was found to be conserved between *E. coli* and *B*. *subtilis*. As most of these processes with a conserved coexpression behavior are primary processes, we wondered to what extent they contained essential genes, defined as the minimal gene sets required to sustain a living cell. Essential genes are believed to be widespread and highly conserved during evolution ([@B23],[@B24]). Previous studies identified a total of 712 essential genes in *E. coli* and 271 genes in *B. subtilis* ([@B21],[@B22]). Of those, 209 were found to have a counterpart in both species (as homologous gene pairs). Forty-eight (23%) of these essential homologous gene pairs were found as core genes in our conserved modules. The majority of them (37 pairs) belonged to the large conserved module pair involved in translation and ribosomal metabolism. Another 17% of the homologous essential gene pairs appeared in conserved modules that were linked by a smaller number of conserved core genes than the minimum that was required in our selection (i.e. in the module pairs that were linked more weakly by homologous genes pairs and did not pass our stringent selection criteria). For the remainder of the essential genes that were not found in any module, we found that they exhibited a lower degree of coexpression with other genes in the genome than was observed on average (indicating that most likely they are not coexpressed with any other gene in our data set).

In addition, some auxiliary processes not generally considered as essential ([@B23]) exhibit a highly conserved coexpression behavior between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. Remarkably is the group involved in flagella synthesis and motility (EM32--BM32) which recapitulated 68% of the previously characterized motility genes of *E. coli* and 78% of the genes known to be related to motility in *B. subtilis* ([@B39]). The majority of the genes known to be involved in flagella synthesis with a homologous counterpart in both *E. coli* and *B*. *subtilis* were found in the core part \[50 homologous links including 34 linked genes in the core part out of 54 total module genes in *E. coli* (63%) and 36 linked genes in the core part out of 48 total module genes in *B. subtilis* (75%)\]. The variable part then mainly consisted of genes occurring in one of the two species only \[14 out of 20 in *E. coli* (70%) and 15 out of 22 in *B. subtilis* (68%)\].

Another large group is the one involved in iron acquisition (EM59-BM52_53_59) which contains 70% of the *E. coli* and 65% of the *B. subtilis* Fur targets identified by Ollinger *et al.* ([@B40])*.* Unlike motility and flagella synthesis case, here most of the known Fur targets of *E. coli* and *B*. *subtilis* were not found in the core part. The core part only consists of 26 homologous links \[13 out of 52 total module genes in *E. coli* (25%) and 18 out of 32 total module genes in *B. subtilis* (56%)\] which is a relatively small fraction compared to the large variable parts. The variable part of the *E. coli* module contained in this case 28 out of the 39 genes (72%) without homologous counterpart in *B. subtilis* and the variable part of *B. subtilis* had 7 out of the 14 genes (50%) without counterpart in *E. coli*. This indicates that the Fur regulon largely changed during evolution to adapt to the specific needs of each organism.

Regulation of evolutionary conserved modules
--------------------------------------------

For all conserved module pairs depicted in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the coexpression behavior of their genes has largely been conserved during evolution. This does, however, not necessarily mean that also the regulatory mechanism that is responsible for this coexpression behavior is conserved. To study their regulatory mechanisms, we listed all modules with conserved coexpression behavior and assigned to each module the corresponding transcription and sigma factors by calculating the modules' enrichment in genes for a given transcription or sigma factor, according to RegulonDB or DBTBS (see [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1)). We used the reciprocal smallest distance approach (RSD) ([@B41]) to identify the best matching transcription and sigma factors pairs between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. We then determined whether modules with a conserved coexpression behavior were regulated by matching transcription and sigma factors in both organisms. By doing so, we were able to divide the evolutionary conserved module pairs into three main groups according to the sequence similarity of the transcription and/or sigma factors that were assigned to each of them.

The first group comprises conserved module pairs regulated by reciprocally best matching transcription or sigma factor pairs. To this group belonged 14 of the 82 conserved modules pairs regulated by the pairs NrdR/NrdR (EM39_40-BM39_40), Fur/Fur (EM51_52_53_55_57_58_59-BM51_52_53_55_57_58_59), LexA/LexA (EM67-BM67), BirA/BirA (EM21-BM21) and ArgR/AhrC (EM9_10_79-BM9_10_79) (where the notation corresponds to the *E. coli/B. subtilis* gene). Each of these best matching transcription factors pairs have previously been identified as functionally conserved counterparts between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* \[with Fur/Fur, LexA/LexA and ArgR/AhrC being direct orthologs and BirA/BirA being a best matching xenolog pair as pinpointed by Price *et al.* ([@B42])\]. Moreover, the best matching transcription factors pairs identified by Price *et al.* ([@B42]) as non-functional counterparts were never found to regulate our conserved modules, further confirming the power of using coexpression in inferring functionality. Also in this group we found the conserved modules regulated by two orthologous sigma factor pairs: FliA/SigD (EM32-BM32) and RpoN/SigL (EM79-BM79).

A second group of conserved module pairs appeared to be regulated by transcription or sigma factors showing a homologous link, as predicted by COG, but not being best reciprocal matches. In this group we found four transcription factor pairs: ArcA/ResD (EM24-BM24), FruR/CcpA (EM25-BM25), GalR/CcpA (EM61-BM61) and Gals/CcpA (EM61-BM61) that could be assigned to three conserved module pairs. For the couple ArcA and ResD it is indeed known that they both are sensing aerobic versus anaerobic conditions ([@B15]). They both belong to large gene families for which the evolutionary history is hard to resolve and thus inferring functionality from merely sequence homology can be misleading ([@B43]). Just like FruR, GalR and GalS in *E. coli*, CcpA in *B. subtilis* is still involved in the regulation of carbon sources, but evolved towards a more global function than its homologous counterparts in *E. coli*. Indeed CcpA is known to be the non-homologous functional counterpart of Crp ([@B15],[@B44]). Regarding the sigma factors regulating the modules in this group we observed the pairs: RpoD/SigA (EM1_18_32_39_43_81_82-BM1_18_32_39_43_81_82), RpoH/SigA (EM44_45-BM44_45) and RpoS/SigA (EM62_63-BM62_63). According to the COG homology definition, the house-keeping sigma factor SigA of *B. subtilis* ([@B45]) has three homologs in *E. coli*, namely RpoD, RpoH and RpoS. These multiple sigma factor copies have resulted in a subfunctionalization in *E. coli* of the global role executed by the sigma factor SigA in *B. subtilis* ([@B45],[@B46]). This is clearly visible from our results where we found different combinations of respectively RpoD, RpoH and RpoS being responsible for the regulation of at least 12 *E. coli* modules that were paired with an equal number of *B. subtilis* modules regulated by SigA.

In the third group of conserved module pairs we found those cases where the assigned transcription regulators do not show any significant sequence similarity with each other, but they appear to regulate genes with similar function in both organisms. For 65 of the 82 conserved module pairs, at least one of the assigned transcription factors was different between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* (summarized in the [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1)). For example, the master regulators FlhC and FlhD responsible for regulation of motility and flagella synthesis in *E. coli* do not have a homologous counterpart in *B. subtilis*, while the coexpression behavior of their cognate modules is conserved (EM32-BM32). We can thus assume that a non-homologous functional counterpart, such as recently proposed SwrA takes over the mechanism of regulation in *B. subtilis* ([@B47; @B48; @B49]). Indeed SwrA is known to regulate SigD in *B. subtilis* as FlhC and FlhD do in *E. coli* ([@B50]).

Additional striking examples are the pairs of conserved modules in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* regulated, respectively, by PurR/PurR (EM16_17_18-BM16_17_18), TreR/TreR (EM48-BM48), CysB/YwfK (EM2-BM2), MalT/AbrB (EM47-BM47). A complete list of such non-homologous transcription factors that regulate paired coexpression modules in *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* can be found in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1). PurR is known in both *E. coli* ([@B51]) and *B. subtilis* ([@B52]) to respond to purine excess by repressing genes of the inositol monophosphate (IMP) to adenine monophasphate (AMP) conversion pathway. TreR on the other hand controls the expression of the trehalose utilization operon in both species and its activity is known to be dependent on the cAMP gene activation protein (CAP) in both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* ([@B53]). Both pairs of similarly named transcription factors PurR/PurR and TreR/TreR constitute well documented cases of parallel evolution: despite being each others functional counterparts in both *E. coli* and *B. subtilis* and being responsible for the regulation of an almost conserved regulon, the proteins in each pair do not exhibit any significant sequence homology, nor any similarity in their molecular mode of action ([@B53; @B54; @B55])*.*

In contrast to these well-documented cases no studies exists that focus on the direct functional comparison of the pairs CysB/YwfK and MalT/AbrB in respectively *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. The functional relation between CysB/YwfK was supported by the fact that both regulators belong to the same LysR-type of activators and they do show a low level of sequence homology (28% of sequence homology) ([@B56]). Also, the regulator pair was assigned to conserved modules involved in cysteine biosynthesis, a role which is well documented for CysB and YwfK. Both regulators are also related to sulfate transport ([@B56],[@B57]). Phenotypes of *E. coli cysB* mutants were found to be very similar to those of *B. subtilis ywfK* mutants ([@B56]). The conserved modules regulated by the MalT/AbrB pair were found to be in involved in maltose metabolism. In *E. coli* MalT is known to regulate seven operons of the maltose regulon ([@B58]) that are subjected to catabolite repression ([@B59]). For AbrB the direct role on maltose regulation is not reported. Instead AbrB is known to be a dual regulator that regulates a plethora of genes during starvation-induced processes such as those involved in sporulation, production of antibiotics and degradative enzymes ([@B60]). The fact that AbrB has been found to modulate the cAMP-CAP system by competing with catabolite repressor proteins during growth on carbon sources that induce partial catabolite repression ([@B61]) points towards a possible functional link between MalT and AbrB.

Differentiation in expression by divergence of regulation
---------------------------------------------------------

We can also find modules containing sets of genes, coexpressed in one species that got split up in different coexpression modules in the second species ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We identified such gene sets as follows: a single module in the first organism should be linked to two different modules in the second organism of which the respective core parts do not share \>30% of their genes. Such cases might point towards a condition-dependent differentiation in regulation that is observed in one species, but not in the other. Such differentiation in regulation seems to occur, for instance, for heat shock genes (EM44_45--BM44_45), most of which are chaperones and proteases known to protect cells against damage induced by protein unfolding. These genes were found to be coexpressed in *E. coli* as was also previously observed ([@B62]). In *B. subtilis* the corresponding genes, all known to be regulated by HrcA are split up in two different modules ([@B63]). This observation indicates that HrcA induces a difference in expression behavior, depending on the type of transcription factors it is combined with. A potential interacting partner of HrcA could be CtsR, the transcription factor known to regulate the gene *clpE* ([@B63]) that belongs to one of the two evolutionary conserved modules in *B. subtilis*. Note that HrcA seems not to have a homologous counterpart in *E. coli*. Figure 5.Differentiation in expression. The *E. coli* module EM44_45 (left panel) is covered by two different modules BM44 and BM45 in *B. subtilis* (right panel). Genes that belong to the same module are displayed in a gray box and homology relations are denoted by gray edges; numbers on the edges indicate Smith--Waterman alignment scores (*z*-values). Shaded areas in the right heatmap correspond to conditions where both *B. subtilis* modules do not overlap.

Expression behavior of linker genes
-----------------------------------

The fact that the identification of evolutionary conserved module pairs was based on a many-to-many homology map allowed us to study the complex evolutionary history of several of the linker genes ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1)).

At first we focused on linker genes that all showed a mutual homology. We found several of those linker genes modules, being connected by several one-to-many or many-to-many relations: e.g. paired modules that contained at least one gene in *E. coli* with multiple homologous counterparts in *B. subtilis* each of which was found in a different conserved module or the opposite way around. Those genes for which we found a divergence in mutual coexpression behavior between the homologous genes within one species could be an indication of their functional divergence as it is known that multiple copies of a particular gene in one species, resulting from horizontal gene transfer or duplication events tend to disappear unless they evolve into non-redundant copies by acquiring novel functions (neo-, subfunctionalization) ([@B64]). We found in total 19 cases of potential neo- and/or subfunctionalization ([Supplementary Table S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1)). For instance, the duplicated genes in *E. coli* with ribonucleotide reductase activity ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}): each gene of the duplicated pairs *nrdA*/*nrdE* and *nrdE*/*nrdF* belongs to a different module (respectively, EM39-BM39 and EM40-BM40), while the homologous counterparts of these genes in *B. subtilis* (being *nrdE* and *nrdF*) belong to one single coexpression module. Although we found NrdR as the responsible regulator for both sets of paralogous ribonucleotide reductases genes in *E. coli*, genes within a duplicated pair exhibit a clear difference in expression behavior. Moreover, all three coexpressed genes of the *B. subtilis* conserved module (*nrdEF-ymaA*) were reported as essential genes ([@B23]), while their most closely related homologs (the *E. coli nrdEF* genes) were not ([@B21],[@B22]), but instead essentiality in *E. coli* was taken over by the less related homologs (*nrdAB*), reflecting a clear case of sub/neofunctionalization. Another example of complex transcriptional evolution of homologous gene families relates to the family involved in oligopeptide and dipeptide ABC transport. [Supplementary Text S1 and Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1) shows how in both organisms homologous genes are coexpressed in different conserved modules. A large fraction of homology links (indicated by blue, green and red lines) occur between members of the DppBCDF system in *E. coli* with members of the Opp and App transport system in *B. subtilis*. In each case, a gene in *E. coli* is linked to two or more genes in *B. subtilis* covering more than one coexpression module. For example, the *E. coli* gene *dppD* (EM26_27) is linked to, respectively, *B. subtilis oppD* (BM26_28) and *dppD, appD* (BM27_29_30). In *E. coli dppBCDF* genes form a dipeptide inner membrane ATP-binding cassette transporter involved in the uptake of heme iron ([@B65]). In *B. subtilis* both the oligopeptide transport system Opp ([@B66]) and the AppA system ([@B67]) are involved in competence development and sporulation with the App system being able to substitute the Opp system. Although both systems being functionally related in *B. subtilis*, they exhibit clear differences in their expression behavior pointing towards at least some further specialization ([Supplementary Text S1 and Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq1275/DC1)). Figure 6.Expression divergence of duplicated genes in *E. coli*. Expression behavior of genes in modules EM39 (above the line in the heatmap) and EM40 (below the line in the heatmap) in *E. coli* (left panel). Shaded areas correspond to conditions not shared between modules. Homologous genes to the *B. subtilis nrdEF* operon (module BM39_40) were found in two different coexpression modules in *E. coli* (modules EM39 and EM40). Each module is surrounded by a gray box and homology relations are denoted by gray lines (right panel). Numbers over the lines represent Smith--Waterman alignment scores (*z*-values).

For another set of homologous linker genes (16 cases) we found the multiple copies of the gene family within one species in the same module, indicating that their expression behavior was retained as a result of either recent multiplication events that did not yet result in further functional divergence, or the need of multiple gene copies for dosage effect.

In addition to these linker genes that all belonged to the same COG, we also found few examples (five cases) where genes not exhibiting any mutual homology in one organism (not belonging to the same COG) were linked to the same gene in the other organism, implying that here two protein domains occurring in one organism in separate genes got fused in the other organism into a single gene. One case for which the fusion was also supported by the literature was the linking gene set *purL*/*purL* and *purL*/*purQ* ([@B68]). The most interesting cases were those where the genes containing the separate or unfused domains belonged to different coexpression modules (*frwB*/*manP* and *frwC*/*manP*) as this indicates that there is a functional constraint to keep these genes unfused so that they can be differentially expressed.

DISCUSSION
==========

COMODO is a method for cross-species coclustering. It relies on the use of large-scale coexpression compendia for each of the species to be compared. By using a bottom up approach and by exploiting homology relations to identify the optimal size and degree of coexpression in each of the modules that constitute a conserved module pair, COMODO allows identifying in each of the species the modules that best reflect the processes that are conserved in the core. The strength of COMODO relates to its ability of automatically prioritizing best matching module pairs that can cover a large range of different coexpression levels and module sizes. This feature allows the methodology to adapt to closely or evolutionary distant organisms and to identify both processes that are fully or partially conserved across evolution. Moreover, because COMODO can be used in combination with a many-to-many homology map, it is suitable to study functional relations between linker genes that mutually exhibit complex homology relations.

Applying COMODO to large-scale expression compendia allowed comprehensively mapping the processes with conserved coexpression behavior in the divergent bacterial model organisms *E. coli* and *B. subtilis.* In contrast to previous studies Price *et al.* ([@B33]) and van Noort *et al.* ([@B69]), COMODO does not use any prior information on previously documented regulon structure or regulatory information and can thus map in an unbiased way modules with conserved coexpression between both species. Because COMODO adapts its module sizes in each species to maximize the relative number of linking homologs, it will not only identify conserved operons for which obviously the conserved coexpression signal is most pronounced, but it will also detect if they exist conserved modules comprising multiple operons.

As it was previously shown, that inferring true orthology is complicated by duplications and horizontal gene transfer ([@B42]), we combined the COG many-to-many map with our expression compendia to infer the most likely functional counterparts between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*. Of the 5459 COG links between *E. coli* and *B. subtilis*, 355 were found in conserved module pairs. Of those 355 COG links that could be mapped to conserved module pairs, 149 represented reciprocal best hits. Those probably correspond to true functional counterparts. The other 206 most often were links of large gene families that got sub- or neofunctionalized. This figure also indicates that COG largely overestimates the number of true functional relations, although we cannot completely rule out that some of the functional links were not covered due to a lack of certain conditions in the expression data sets.

In general, we found that most of the conserved modules were involved in elementary cellular processes needed to support bacterial cell duplication and inheritance of the genetic information, cell division and the provision of energy ([@B23]). The cores of these modules contained regulon members that were indeed shown by comparative studies to occur over a wide range of bacterial species ([@B44],[@B70]). Modules involved in transcription, translation and central carbon metabolism contained genes that were previously shown to be differential expressed during the global response to glucose in both *B. subtilis* and *E. coli* ([@B15]). Despite covering mainly elementary processes our conserved modules contained relatively few essential genes. This, together with the fact that the conserved modules covering elementary processes were rather small (restricted to a single or to maximally a few transcription units, except for those involved in ribosomal metabolism and translation) confirms the previous suggestion that essential processes seem not to be primarily coordinated by the modulation of gene expression ([@B23]).

In addition to these smaller modules, we also found larger conserved module pairs that were mainly involved in iron acquisition (Fur regulon) and flagella synthesis. While both processes are fairly conserved at the level of their gene content, mainly the process involved in iron acquisition has underwent major changes in regulon membership in either species.

The mechanism by which genes were transcriptionally coregulated seemed to be much less conserved than their coexpression behavior itself: while the coexpression behavior of complete orthologous regulons was maintained over evolution, the transcription factors responsible for their regulation were only conserved in few cases as was also observed by Price *et al.* ([@B42]). However, in most cases the ortholog of a particular transcription factor known to be responsible for the coexpression behavior in one species did not exist in the other species, suggesting that the role of the disappeared transcription factor must have been taken over by an alternative, yet unknown but non-homologous transcription factor. Furthermore we observed that the variable part in *E. coli* or *B. subtilis* of the conserved modules largely consisted of genes specific for one organism, but not occurring in the other one, indicating that bacteria are also flexible in adding new members to an existing regulon ([@B42],[@B44],[@B70]). These observations suggest that despite the extreme potential of network rewiring, prokaryotes are extremely robust in preserving the coexpression behavior of some elementary pathways. Probably the operon structure contributes largely to this robustness against rewiring by maintaining a minimal level of coexpression ([@B17]).
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